25 DIE IN FLOOD; $2,000,000 DAMAGE

FUNERAL SERVICES ARE HELD FOR 25

MAYOR LAPPIN'S PROCLAMATION

Appeal to the People of Morehead

The flood of July 6th was the greatest tragedy ever experienced by this community. The losses sustained in both the human and material sense were enormous. However, sympathy is not enough. We have a problem of relief to meet. A large number of people are suffering, having nothing to eat, and having nowhere to live. We need assistance to help us through this difficult time. We ask for your support and help in this time of need.

In this time of crisis, we must work together to help our community recover from this tragedy. We need your help to rebuild and move forward.

Sincerely,
Warren C. Lappin
Mayor
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Notice

CASYKE TAXI COMPANY
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

PHONE 320
24-HOUR SERVICE

Midland Trail Garage
Kentucky